ACROSS
1) Large number
5) Build up, as a fortune
10) They may be donned as disguises
14) Fit as a fiddle
15) Cuomo or Lanza
16) "Meet Me ___ Louis"
17) Bittersweet coating
18) "___ ears!" ("Do tell!")
19) Time of reckoning
20) Messing up, but not much
23) Audiophiles' purchases
24) Proprietor
27) "___ only money"
28) Radiance
31) Marie Saint of films
32) Common winter illness
34) Hardly ready for the world
35) Rep.'s counterpart
36) Eighties lightweight boxing champ, informally
40) Bit of work in physics class
41) Take place after
42) Stable particle?
43) Cooperation roadblock
44) They're found in a yard
45) Moral slip
46) Peddled better than
53) A couple of bears
57) Dad
59) Some racing vehicles
60) Site of the longest golf drive ever
61) "Et tu" day
62) Embankment down by the riverside
63) Distribute (with "out")
64) Fence support
65) Put forth, as strength
66) Latin "to be"

DOWN
1) Hoaxes
2) Unit equal to 200 milligrams
3) Similar
4) Confused state
5) Friends south of the border
6) ___ boy (timid man)
7) Middle East denizen
8) Airtight grain tower
9) Go it alone
10) Lehár's was merry
11) Nation with nearly 23,000 miles of coastline
12) Fed. property overseer
13) Piglet's playground
21) The bottom line
22) Irish author Elizabeth
25) Track-meet segment
26) Sari-clad princess
28) Full range
29) Cement ingredient
30) Eggs, biologically
32) Smith's workplace
33) The Golden Arches, for McDonald's
34) Standout facial feature
36) They have a queen but no king
37) Opposite of clarify
38) Till bill
39) It requires a lot of simmering
45) Group in a group
46) Judge in the O. J. Simpson trial
48) Breakfast side
49) Less normal
50) Double-reed winds
51) Plunders
52) Gift recipient
54) Minute land mass
55) "Roots" author Haley
56) Glacial snow field
57) Domino's spot
58) Bother, to the Bard

SCARED YET?
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S C A D  A M S  W I G S
H A L E  M A R I O  I N S T
A R I L  I M A L L  O D D Y
M A K I N G  A B O O B O O
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I T S  G L O W  E V A
F L U  N A I V E  S E N
B O O M  B O O M  M A N C I N I
E R G  E N S U E  O A T
E G O  F E E T  S I N
S E T T O  O U T S O L D
Y O G I  A N D  B O O B O O
P A P A  S L E D S  M O O N
I D E S  L E V E E  M E T E
P O S T  E X E R T  E S S E